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Shelley Wiley <shelleyswiley@gmail.com> Fri, Aug 7, 2015 at 9:37 AM
To: rich.stewart@edcgov.us
Cc: charlene.tim@edcgov.us

Attention Planning Commissioner Stewart.

It has come to my attention that a local business, Kniesel's Collision Center, has requested an extension of
their hours of operation into the evenings and weekends. This business is immediately adjacent to a residential
area. I have been at the adjacent property on several occasions working outside on Community outreach signs
and have smelled a distinctive chemical smell. I also noticed the smell on a Saturday. Having a business with
such a noxious odor immediately adjacent to people's homes should never be allowed to operate on a weekend
or evenings. This is a time when people should be allowed to enjoy their outdoor time without the smell and
noise of an inappropriate business. This county has a responsibility to create compatible land use. If this
business were in an industrial area there would be no problem with their emissions. But since they decided to
locate their business immediately next to homes they need to accommodate their neighbors, and limit their
hours. I was there and I could smell the paint fumes. Please, stand behind our counties promise to protect
the residents and take our requirement for compatible land use seriously.

Thank you for your contribution to our county.

Respectfully, Shelley Wiley
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Shelley Wiley <shelleyswiley@gmail.com>
To: charlene.tim@edcgov.us

Fri, Aug 7,2015 at 11:38 AM

Attention Planning Commissioners.

It has come to my attention that a local business, Kniesel's Collision Center, has requested an extension of
their hours of operation into the evenings and weekends. This business is immediately adjacent to a residential
area. I have been at the adjacent property on several occasions working outside on Community outreach signs
and have smelled a distinctive chemical smell. I also noticed the smell on a Saturday. Having a business with
such a noxious odor immediately adjacent to people's homes should never be allowed to operate on a weekend
or evenings. This is a time when people should be allowed to enjoy their outdoor time without the smell and
noise of an inappropriate business. This county has a responsibility to create compatible land use. If this
business were in an industrial area there would be no problem with their emissions. But since they decided to
locate their business immediately next to homes they need to accommodate their neighbors, and limit their
hours. I was there and I could smell the paint fumes. Please, stand behind our counties promise to protect
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the residents and take our requirement for compatible land use seriously.

Thank you for your contribution to our county.

Respectfully, Shelley Wiley
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